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Xyleme announces new Word and PowerPoint conversion tools for its industry leading LCMS 
XML transformation tools enable customer self-service, eliminating the need for specialized 

programming skills 

Boulder, CO; December 10, 2013 – Xyleme’s latest update to its industry-leading Learning Content 
Management System includes a new set of import and XML conversion tools for mapping Word and 
PowerPoint documents to reusable learning objects. This new SaaS offering enables clients to transform 
documents directly into XML, which can then be published to multiple delivery formats. 

“One of the great challenges of any LCMS implementation is the migration of existing content,” commented 
Ramon Guiu, Director or Product Management at Xyleme. “Our new import service enables users to configure 
the mapping of their existing documents to a XML model without the need for custom scripts or specialized 
technical skills.” 

In addition, Xyleme’s Microsoft Integration Service (MSIS) allows users to add custom scripts to the import 
process to add client-specific enrichment rules. Users can also add additional information to the content as is it 
imported, such as automated tags and classification metadata.  

To set up a time to demo the new features of Xyleme LCMS or if you have questions, please visit the Xyleme 
LCMS page on the Xyleme website.   

About Xyleme 
Xyleme, Inc. is the leader in standards-based learning solutions that enable single-source publishing and 
personalized delivery of training content. Xyleme’s suite of products is powered by Xyleme LCMS, the 
industry’s most efficient content development platform for the rapid reuse of content across all types of print, 
eLearning, tablet and mobile outputs. Bravais® is Xyleme’s cloud-based content delivery solution that enables 
personalized learning experiences via specialized apps that can be delivered to any device. Pastiche® is 
Xyleme’s end-to-end solution for rapidly deploying interactive tablet applications.  
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